Anatomical and functional connections among cell groups in the gerbil brain that are activated with ejaculation.
Based on Fos expression, four areas of the gerbil brain are activated with ejaculation, i.e., the posterodorsal preoptic nucleus (PdPN), the lateral part of the posterodorsal medial amygdala (MeApd), the medial cell group of the sexually dimorphic preoptic area (medial SDA), and the parvicellular part of the subparafascicular thalamus (SPFp). The SPFp and medial SDA also express Fos earlier in the context of mating. To study connections among these areas, we injected one with FluoroGold and assessed the colocalization of FluoroGold and mating-induced Fos in the others. To determine if any of these areas activates the others, we lesioned one unilaterally and measured mating-induced Fos ipsilaterally and contralaterally in the others. Half of the SPFp cells projecting to the medial SDA, PdPN, and MeApd were activated with mating. SPFp lesions also decreased Fos expression in those areas. However, those areas do not project to the SPFp or affect its Fos expression with mating. Projections from the lateral MeApd to the medial SDA and PdPN, and from the medial SDA to the lateral MeApd, were also activated with mating, but lesions in these areas did not affect Fos expression in the others. Because 32-50% of the mating-activated cells in the SPFp participated in each SPFp projection identified, projections may have been identified for all of the mating-activated cells in the SPFp. In contrast, most of the mating-activated cells in the lateral MeApd, PdPN, and medial SDA do not participate in any projection studied, suggesting that they are either interneurons or project elsewhere.